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This report was elaborated by Ma0. Johannes Halapien Managin0 Director,
UNICON Consulting Co., Vienna, and by Dr. Jumber As&atiany,. Consultant
to UNICON, Moscow and Tbilisi, on the basis of a personal consultancy
contract with the UN Economic Commission for Africa.

in the East European countries, there has been a considerable echo to the
work for this study. The managers of the East European firms we visited,
welcomed the idea of the project, for instance the Bulgarian Television
presented the project. Also the financing Institutions we visited showed

much interest; our interlocutors in the EC praised the "practice- oriented,
pragmatic md selective approach by the ECA'\

Within our company we have worked for many years in Eastern Europe as
consultants for West and East European companies md organizations.
Hone the less it was a great pleasure and brought us new experience to

work for this study. We want to thank the Economic Commission for Africa
for this possibility.

We also want to thank some friends and persons for their valuable
contributions to this project:

Mr/Franz GrmVez, UNICGN, for his perfect preparation of our visits in

SuigaHa, Hungary, Romania md for his collaboration in the whole project.
Mag. Karia Draun, UNICON, for the current handling of project
organisation

Dr. Michael Stefanov, SOFIA, for his support of our project in

Dr. Manuel fincheira, MOSCOW, for additional valuable contacts with
Russian firms.

After the disintegration of the USSR and the introduction of
democracy

into

the

former

communist countries,

Western^ European

countries and America are directing most of their financial flows
to the transitional economies of Eastern Europe in order to promote
their development and consolidate the liberalization process of the
economic structures of these countries.
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the former communist countries are facing a severe
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countries

are

relevant

to

African

countries.

Minitractors, pumps, building materials, transportation equipment,
helicopters, aircraft especially for cargo transport,
and

insecticides,

refrigeration

chambers,

household refrigerators and freezers,

air

fertilizers

conditioners,

construction machinery and

the construction for industrial building, reservoirs, railway cars,
mining equipment, transport trucks,

Evidently,

etc

for Eastern European economies to restore growth

they have to accelerate economic transformation and development and

regain

their

creditworthiness.

They

will

only

achieve

this

objective if they are able to trade with other regions of the world
including AFRICA.
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that the Bank will

be

interested

in

financially supporting any

profitable investment scheme between Eastern European, African, and
EC countries.

East European countries are not only willing to sell

their products to African countries but they are also interested in

going into joint ventures with African partners as well as with
partners from EEC countries who could provide management and credit
facilities.

Bankable projects could be developed based on the fact that

products coming from eastern bidders are priced considerably lower
than world market prices.
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Many of these East European products are of high

standard and are competitive with Western European products.

The

prices of those products are sometimes up to 50 per cent lower than
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products such as steel

chemical fertilisers,

pharmaceutics.

What is valid for the national economies, is also valid for the enterprises.
The East European enterprises have to create new and sound enterprise structures

as a base for the privatization of firms. Of course, these new enterprise and
management structures require new market strategies which have to be oriented
towards the quickiy and dynamically developing European Market and to the ever
more integrating World Market.

The East European enterprises, their products, their problems, their capacity and the
market strategies of their managers were the practice - oriented and empinc starting
point of this study. St has been the aim of this study to ease the economic approach
of Eastern Europe and Africa. For this purpose, we did not establish, a Itst of
propositions for giobal solutions, but we tried - by the means of visiting numerous

enterprises in Russia, Bulgaria, Romania Czechostovaquta, Hungary, Slovenia and
Croatia - to find products arid services which could be interesting for Africa.

We tried as weH to explore the experience of these East European firms and their
readiness for cooperation with African firms. A cooperation in a sense of mutual
interchange of products, but also in the context of new, sometimes completely
unconventional, models which are both necessary and possible due the new and as
unconventional giobal economic situation.

The sevete crisis in al! former oom^unjst'douptries caused by the break down of the

CMEA market, severe liquidity crisis, of ^many firms, turnover and profit loss of

enterprises in the former CMEA market, a certain but hot sufficient compensation of

these losses by the switch to Western markets, high need of investment financing
which however cannot be covered in local currencies due to the high inflation rates,

partlyrich experience with African markets, but also here strong market losses and
the desire to regain markets. Finally, too little know how in the field of international

investment financing and too little know how and techniques in the fields of.trade
financing and marketing. From the point of view of trie firms visited by us, the access
to new markets in an offensive way and with high product quality is linked to many
serious problems.

The decisive and glqbai parameter is that the developed European countries cannot
permit the; formation of a deep ..economic gap right through Europe if,their goaUsihe
global integration of Europe. The politicians are aware of this problem, and therefore

we can observe a huge (although not sufficient in spite of the impressing
capital mobilisation towards Eastern Europe.

This capital mobilisation concentrates on the promotion of economic sturclures like
small and medium sized enterprises, on the privatization of government owned firms,
on the reorganization of these firms, on human resources management and, of
course, on the support of local currencies. This capital mobilisation is combined with
a series of subsidies, which are conceded in a selective and project-linked way,
These subsidies offer many possibilities for developing efficient trade and .project
cooperations with foreign partners in a way that aiso motivates the foreign partner

who can benefit from subsidised funds and other kinds of support.

.
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effect for both partners. We got to the conclusion that such cooperations are

In Eastern'Europe there is much willingness not only to export to Africa, bui also to
buy African prbducts or to cooperate on both markets. .
Out of .;4:great number of feasible cooperation possibilities, in. this study.-we have

descW^Tihosev'-|R6dels, which are typical. and not. theoretic, i.e.; schemes
for East. European, managers but which also require and make^posstble

Therefore we had;;exhaustive talks with private banks (European commercial and

ines^r^baj^);; with financing institutions (World Bank,.IFC^uropean Bank for

Reconstruction and Development), as well as with representatives of the European
Community in order to.find out which financing possibilities exist for such projects.

Depending on the objectives and statutes of these institutions the financial policy
varies. The general tenor in.all cases was that the main problem is the development
of economically effective projects. There is no lack of financing, but a lack of well
prepared and wel! defined projects. Wei! prepared and .well defined projects must be
bankable projects, i.e. they must not only justify the need of financing but also
prove the rentabiiity of the project.

■
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This very often requires management know how, which makes the cooperation with
VVest Eruopean corporations necessary. \t is easier to finance projects based on this

A basic rule for European financing is that best cooperation projects are those in
which a West European Partner participates with products or services, i.e. a triangle

construction. This is valid, above all, for the whole complex financing instruments of
the European export promotion systems (buyer credits, supplier credits, guarantees,
export insurance systems)!
Of course an East European enterprise that wants to export to Africa cannot apply
for an European buyer credit for his African partner - but this is possible when the
export operation is carried out together with a European partner who introduces
part of his product in the final product and who contributes services.

Conditions for project cooperations are similar The EC, but also the European Bank
in London are ready to finance joint ventures registered in Eastern Europe (e.g.
between an East European and an African firm), ft is even possible that the first
operations are financed with a short-term operating credit by th&-EC.,
:
A basic rule - and this is one of the main conclusions of this study - is, that the
possibilities -for an effective trade and project financing are best, when a West
European partner is involved in the project or transaction. Western management

The present report gives, in its first part, a review of the economies of tiie Ea

European countries, m its second part it gives a review of the''internation

attitude and procedures of the financing institutions regarding the goal of our
project, which is to develop arid stimulate adequate cooperations and transactions.
These analysis are followed by a series of seiBCtive modeis for economic
modais are not theoretic, but they are a result of many conversations held with many
representatives of firms, financial institutions, etc., as weii as a result of personal
experience. The models have been developed in view of their practicability, and
within the scope of this study they are, of course, only some examples of existing

The schematic representation of cooperation and transaction schemes is followed by
a survey of products which we selected from Innumerable possibilities,-because of
their quality, their competitive prices, and because of the willingness of their
producers to cooperate with African partners within the scope of the proposed model
structures. The description of these products can, of course, not-be exhaustive and
detaiied, it is .only intended to represent different product lines.

In this study we tried to show possibilities for cooperation which are adequate for the
new economic dynamism. We did, of course, not make new inventions. We merely
tried to integrate existing possibilities and structures into a proper mosaic, in order to
promote the approach of the East European,. African, and West European economies
in a pragmatic way'- i.e. direct cooperation from firm to firm.

A little step further can be taken, if this study is followed by concrete actions. It was
also our intention to show that even for very difficult economic situations there can bs

specific solutions, and to create some economic optimism. If we succeeded in

conveying these ideas to some of the f&ad&rs, we have achieved our goal.
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economic performance in thejbfmer CMEA countries (not including the
former GDR) decreased from quarter to quarter
, Buigaria, Romania, the
, the production, i.e. the
e former Scvtet
irst quarter, 8 % after the
ied ?% otite
:$, Qompsred to the sa
10 % after three
in the former Soviet
daciins v/as relatively

y, CSFR,

The worst decrease was reg istered

beginning of the year, trw
traihsitipn to market economy,
registered the slightest decrease

in Bulgaria and in

After the decline of industrial production of approx. 25 % in 1990, a sligf

Although the private sector is not completely included in the reports, in
spite of its dynamic development, its effect on the overall economic
could not be very important due to its low share in

unknown in these regions since the depression years from 1929 to 1933.

correlations due to the disintegration of the former centra! planification
and control

♦ structural distortions and lack of balance as a result of decades of

since 199U, in

partly even earlier, in CSFR and Bulgaria at the beginning of 1991)
contributed to a decrease of production because the market prices did
not cover any more the production costs and at the same tii

The trade relations between the former GMEA countries broke down due
to the fast transition to netting with convertible currencies.

The average trade decline of 50 % - 60 % led for some companies to an
up to 80 % order decline.

By this development the structural problems became evident inmediately:

V.

former Soviet Union. The result were enormous production
With a decrease of turnover of more than 50 %, the product"
were under-utilized. This lead to an increase of inflexible
soon were not financiable any more.

There hav© been efforts to compensate the collapse
markets by trying to enter Western markets, but these

many cases a quaiitiy improvement was neeessaiy. In order to meet the
higher requirements, many companies had to raise loans for investment

^Hungary and Bulgaria ). The companies got into liquidity crisis before
they achieved to gain new market positions.

The governmental enterprises have in common too high manpower i

well as unprofitable cost structures. Together with partly dbsole
technology these factors lead to a low productivity level and as a result
it to low rentability or even deficit ridder

-'^—

A second reason

was the monopoly of foreign trade held by the

governmental foreign trade companies within the planned economy.
the reprientation towards free market structures,

most of the

monopolies fell and most of the governmental foreign trade companies

were dissolved or restructured. The other companies were entitled to
realize foreign trade on their own. The problem was the lack of know
how. The companies had no experience in international marketing, in
foreign trade financing, in risk prevention and other important skills.
All the above mentioned countries registered a decline in foreign trade.
Especially the former Soviet Union, Bulgaria, Romania but also CSFR

suffered a tremendous decrease/especially of imports but also, although

less important, of exports. Only Poland and Hungary increased their

The trade of the former Soviet Union with the former CMEA countries
dropped 52 % reagarding exports and 58 % regarding imports. Based on

real prices this decline was even worse.

In the trade with western countries only the three advanced reformer
countries Poland, Hungary and CSFR could increase exports. After three
quarters the exports to the West hac| nominally (in US dollars) increased

24% in Hungary, 19% in Poland and 11 % in CSFR.
The other countries, especially Bulgaria, report a drastic decline of
imports from and exports to the West. In total .however, the trade balance
of the whole region with the West improved mainly due to the reduction of
soviet imports (62%) while the total export reduction was of "only" 25 %.

unemployment has remained relatively low. This makes a difference
the crisis in the depression years from 1929 to 1933.

The number of unemployed in Central and Eastern Europe rose to 4.9
million persons until the end of September - that means that it was 2

million higher than at the end of 1991 (only in the third quarter it was
increased by 900.000).

Nevertheless the decline of employment was not "*" *"" *^fto

of production. The overemployment in the-fi^-?«*^-J$SZ

the controlled economy - partly even increased, the labour productivity
decreased correspondingly.

As the nominal wages expanded at the same time (still less than the

DricS "he labour Sosts per unit of production rose. Generally we ran
S that the labor productivity decreased faster than the real wages

Thtlea* o an additional cost burden which- together w,th other cost
mis ibotj i«

j-,#aii .at nn nf currencies - made a

The lowest inflation rates were registered in CSFR and Hungary. Only
Pdand reported a reduction of inflation compared to the previous year.

The highest price increase compared to 1990 was reported in Bulgaria
food prices were frozen again after miners

could be observed in

The remaining inflation level of approx. 1.5 to 5 % permorrth is

The performance of the fourth quarter of 1991 will not show a stabilization

of theievelopment in any of the countries. That •»« ^hng*J

production in the whole year 1991 will have decreased 18% in Central

and Eastern Europe, aimost 20 % in former Yugoslavia and between 8%
and 10 % in the former Soviet Union.

The gross domestic product (GDP) of Central- and Eastern Europe will
have registered an estimated reduction of 13% to 15 %, that of former
Yugoslavia of 25 % and that of the former Soviet Union of 13% to 15 %

compared to 1990. That means an estimated decrease of the gross
national product (GNP) of 18 % in the course of two years.
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loss of time and pushed
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The more

radical way became known as "shock therapy" in Poland^

aturss of this "therapy", which means a stabilisation progran

redudio°n ofbudget expenditure, to be achievecI above «through

of subsidies, a restrictive monetary polcy to dampen

the introduction of a (limited) convertibility of the currency

")■

addition to this economic programme, sweeping changes occurred in
=2
the
social Z
and teLl
legal systems-not
systems - not only
only in the institutional sphere, notably

The former Sovtet Union - in this context comprising the CIS republics is also among those countries of the former CMEA in which the
stabilisation policy, but also in that a law of property and a company law
were introduced, and the whole issue of privatisation was tackled. Russia
did not take the "shock therapy" way but tried to introduce soft reforms.
The success is not yet to be foreseeable.

As a result of the Munich Summit the G7 countries agreed on US$ 24bn
financial assistance for Russia that wiil be provided in stages through the
SMF, the industrialised countries and through debt rescheduling.
The G7 leaders pressed Russia and the republics to adopt sound

economic politics: Russia promised to sharply cut deficit (to 5 % net of ail
foreign assistance or loans, by end of December) and inflation (to 9-10 %
monthly) and to go on quicker with privatization.

The goal to make the rouble a convertible currency was not realistic from
the beginning. Now we have to wait and see to what extent the
government will achieve to put into practice the anti inflation measures

agreed on with the IMF. Amongst others, this will be an important factor
for the decision of the IMF whether to release further tranches of the

In RUSSIA, the largest and economically most important CIS state, apart

from inner'ethnic conflicts (some of the more than 100 nations in 16

autonomous republics, five autonomous regions and ten autonomous
districts have formed highly separatist movements) and the growing

strength of traditional communist- and extreme russian-nationalist
movements, social unrest is imminent.

The food supply is partly very bad; according to the Labour Secretary, at
the beginning of the year, 80 to 90 % of the population lived under
conditions below poverty level. At the beginning of February, part of the
reform program had to be revoked due to strong pressure by Jeizin-cntics
and the population.

The number of price-regulated goods increased, the IVA for some food

stuffs was lowered from 28 % to 15 % and completely abolished for

canteen food (which iead to a reduction of government receipts of 25 to
30 bn. roubles).

Payments for the retired, scholarships and public servants were

considerably increased (additional costs of 15 bn roubles).in order to
compensate the price increases.

The Russian economy still faces a severe recession. In 1991 the GNP
feil 11 %, the agricultural production 4 %; in the first four months of 1992
according to official forecasts, the overall output will be 19 % lower than

in the same period of the previous year. Until October there will be an
estimate number of 8 million unemployed.

Still the Russian economy is by far the leading among the states of the
former Soviet Union. Russia obtained three fifths of the total output, in
industrial production its share was two thirds, in agriculture 46 %.
Especially in the energy sector the. still dominant role of Russia is
evident: 90 % of soviet oil/77 % of soviet natural gas, 63 % of electricity
and 55 % of cole are produced in this country. Nevertheless, in the past
year for instance the oil production decreased considerably. In 1991 it
was of approx. 400 million tons, in 1992 it will be of only approx. 360
million tons.

D

In spite of its cjqminant position also Russia is still integrated in the
system-of interregional and now interstate dependence on agricultural
and industrial production (for instance in the textile sector, which strongly
depends on the cotton imports from the central asiatic countries).
This means that Russia still depends on maintaining trade relations with
other states of the former Soviet Union. Its most important advantage in
this constellation is the application of world market prices in foreign trade
(as well within the CIS republics).

D
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Privatisation.

In 1992, the privatization initiated by the government will be put into
practice jn the small enterprises of food and light industry, in most of the
companies in the sectors of trade and'service , transportation and

construction. About one fourth of the enterprises1 shares will

be

distributed among the employees.

There will be limitations for the privatization of enterprises with more than
1000 employees; communications installations, arms industry, banks,
natural ressources and social institutions will remain governmental

The future of pharmaceuticai industry, mining and hotel industry as well
as the privatization mode for real estate has not yet been definitively
decided on. In exportation many goods are subject to a quota regime, in
some fields government licences are required for imports and exports, in
the food and eiectrtc energy sectors only for exports.

" not only led to a fall in GDP
surge in un&mployment, from 0 %
to f f %a*©«d-

Foreign trade expressed in current
the already modest pre-therapy vo1
In this global economic setting usolution of the debt probier
moratorium was declared in 1990.

In the trade balance there is
current account of 1.3 bn dollars.

dollars shrank to about one-half of
• (exports: - 54 %, imports: - 64 %).
any progress was achieved in the
has been

asset of 420 million dollars and a

decreased 23 % to 11.5 million Lewa compared to a

Mo^

tTi990Uhe industrial production dropped 27%. Agricu^ture got
crisis, for the present year prospects are not any better.

Foreign exchange tie&t

ssssi ss.^s ss

S^^SSSi banks(approx. 10 bn. dollars) has not yet basn

soTvedI there has not been an agreement on their ext.nct.on m the
London Club.

The international financial aid for 1991 was of only 470 million doHars
the IMF, 150 million by the World Bank, 200 million by the EC■

counTries (further 200 million have been promised by the EC,

S other countries). With these funds Bulgaria could not even

3 £ ffnancial retirements estimated for 1991 (1.6 bn. doillars).

by

hal

nd of

1991 Bulgaria had foreign currency reserves of scarce 300 million
dollars, its gold holdings were of approx. 305 million dollars.
Within the scope of the economic reforms the fight against inflation was

successful, inflation could be reduced from 573 % (from December 1990
to December 1991) to 3 %- 5 % monthly. The supply situation returned to
normal.

The real income losses (approx. 60 %) naturally caused discontent, but
they didn't lead to any serious labor disputes. In December 1991 the
average wages were scarce 1000 Lewa (approx. 100 dollars), the
unemployment rate was 10 %; in 1992 it will be 15 %.

The budget deficit of 8.5 million lewa (about 6 % of GDP) was higher than

the amount agreed on with the IMF. Also for the present year there is
little hope to find possibilities for deficit limitation.

The internal convertibility has been successfully introduced, foreign trade
currency transfers are not subject to any restrictions. The Lewa recently
showed tendencies of devaluation. The Bulgarian National Bank wants to

maintain for the moment the restrictive monetary and credit policy, the
discount rate is 54 %. A cautious easing in order to; stimulate the
economy could soon be a political neccessity if a stagflation shall be
avoided.

A new inversion law adopted in January offers liberal conditions to
foreign investors. Foreign trade has been completely liberalised (except
for some sensitive products) and a harmonised tax^ system has been
introduced.

In the private economy (0,5 % of industrial production, 4 % of overall

economy) 180.000 new companies have been set up, 35.000 are
interested in foreign trade.

^
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In spite of incomplete internal convertibility, there is a 100 % guarantee

for transferring enterprise profits abroad.

reduced step by step.

m

Agricultural output receded by merely 9 construction posted a 33 % fall,
and transport plummeted by as much as 36 %. This decline can be
explained only in part by the collapse of the former intra-CMEA trade.
The forced contraction of domestic demand, one of the goals of the shock
therapy, has produced much more drastic results than had been intended
by the economic-policy makers.

industrial production is continuing on its downhill course, reporting in
December a 38 % decline (in nominal terms) from the comparable 1990
level. The average decrease for 1991 as a whole was 23 %, and this rate
even Includes the estimates for the new private enterprises.
The most severely affected sectors were clothing, electrical appliances,
textiles and leather, as well as the non-ferrous metallurgical sectors with
the contraction in output ranging from 35 % to 42 %. Hence the
disproportionately small reduction in industrial employment by "a mere"
12 % implies a further decline in labour productivity:

Whereas the cut in industrial employment is yet to come, the
whole-economy unemployment rate was as much as 6.6 % at year-end
1991, compared to 1 % in 1990. Primarily due to structural differences,
Slovakia is hit hardest, with an unemployment level of nearly 12 %. To
make matters worse, only little more than one-half of those reported
jobless receive support payments.

The rate of inflation, which had been 10 % in 1990, averaged 58 % for
1991 as a whole; in December 1991 the annualised rate was 54 %.
Nearly naif of this surge must be attributed to the liberalisation of prices
launched in January 1991; for the ensuing months only single-digit rates
were registered. To prevent a wage-price spiral, incomes were raised at
a slower pace, which caused real wages to slump by 15 % - 20 % in
1991.

In 19S1 the first year of the so-called "small privatisation", .22,300

business establishments passed into private ownership,through auctions^
sales or restitution to their former owners. These privatisations yielded a
budget revenue of CSK 25 billion (about US$ 840 million).

Following the submission, of concrete privatisation projects of the

individual enterprises last year and their current ™na |on by the

relevant ministries, the first wave of the "large privatisation started in
May and shall -according to plans - be completed by August.

Of the total assets to be put up for sale, valued at CSK 440 billion (US$
15 billion), roughly 60 % are likely to be offered during the first wave.

The so-called voucher privatisation is still going through a preliminary
round So far 8.5 million Czechs and Slovaks have acquired vouchers at
CSK 1 000 (US$ 34) each. The vouchers may then be entrusted to

. Sestment funds,, numbering over 400 or .invest^ « <nt^
individual enterprises earmarked for privatisation. The actual value of

the vouchers will be. evident at the earliest in 1993, when the new
companies issue their first balance sheets.

Since the medium to'long-term outlook for the economy is strongly
dependent on modernisation to be accomplished with the help.offoreign
investment, a considerable stimulus is hoped to be provided by the large
privatisation" as this scheme allows for the participation, of foreign
enterprises, either through some kind of combination, with the voucher
method or through a complete sale to foreigners.

Last year approx. US$ 700 million worth of foreign funds flowed into the
Czechoslovak economy, with a strong concentration on the Czech land*

For 1992 a volume of over US$ 1 billion is forecast to pour into the
country.

,

The 1991 budget closed with a slight deficit of CSK 18,6 billion (US$626

million) which corresponds to 1 % of GDP. Although subsidies have
been slashed, the previous surplus was eaten away by.-mounting-social

expenditure, plunging tax revenue from enterprises due to*slump jn
output and growing indebtedness, and, above all, by the budget deficits
of the Czech and Slovak republics.

Due to the new political situation (separation of the Czech Republik and

Slovakia), the predictions for this year's economic development differ

enormously. The forecast of Czechoslovakia's central statistical office is
a margin of - 3 % to -10 %.

First, the country's external position improved further, while the

the emerging private sector, especially the newly established small
and medium-sized businesses, displayed a remarkable dynamism,

The 1991 current account closed with a far better result than had been
predicted a year before. While the original forecast had anticipated a
deficit of about US$.1.2 billion, Hungary-..can boast a US$ 400 million

surplus. This success was mainly due to,two factors: the actual energy

prices were considerably below-the forecasts, and, Hungary coped with

the breakdown of intra-CIViEA trade much better than originally assumed
thanks to stepped-up exports to the West.

In 1991 Hungarian exports to western industrial countries rose by about

56 % which implied an increase in their share in total exports from 65 %
to 77 %. Accordingly, exports to the ex-Comecon region fed by about 12
%, their share in total exports thus receding from 35 % to 23 %. It is
surprising that the-exports to the West were increased in spite of the real
of tfeforint in the course of the year.

■
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The foViht was devalued as late as November to enhance,the price
competitiveness of Hungarian exports in western markets.. The current
aq&unrsurpltjs was also attributable to the favourable; result of;the

seiy&es. sector, notably tourism - net revenue from tourism was about
twi6e as high as expected - butaiso by a considerable inflow of capital,
stemming from'the so-called "official creditors", i. e. the ifviF and the
World Bank, and from foreign direct investment.
■'-'■.:
v
The latter reached US$ 1.5 billion in 1991, an impressive change against
the level of US$ 340 million recorded in 1990. The current account
surplus and the influx of foreign capital led to a steep upturn in Hungary's

monetary reserves, from US$ 1,1 .billion in 1990 to nearly US$ 4 billion at
the end of 1991

Thus the improvement, registered for several years, in significant
foreign-debt indicators such as the debt service ratio, continued. By the
way, never before - not even in times of economic hardship.- has
Hungary given rise to concerns as to the punctual fulfilment of its debt
obligations, nor has Hungary ever applied for a rescheduling. All these
factors certainly contributed to Hungary's successful return to the
international capital markets.
Recently an international banking

syndicate arranged a loan in the amount ofDM 600 million for the
National Bank of Hungary.

In contrast to the successes achieved in the external economy, the
recession of the domestic economy aggravated last year. According to
preliminary data, real GDP last year slumped by about 7 % to 8 The main
reason was the poor performance of Hungary's industry, which fell by 15
%, not least in consequence of the structural adjustment process.
The large state owned enterprises keep reducing their activities, and,
what is more, are increasingly affected by the collapse of Hungary's
traditional export markets.

It is possible, though, that the decline in industrial output is not so
dramatic after ail because the official statistics have not yet taken the
expanding sector of small and medium-sized enterprises sufficiently into
account. Unlike the official statistics, according to which the share of
these private-sector businesses in total industrial production is about 4 %
to 5 %, independently prepared statistics show this proportion to be about
10% to 12%.

Private consumption, too, reflected a rather sluggish performance in
1991, owing to a decline in real incomes and rising unemployment. At the
end of 1991 the number of persons out of work was approximately
400,000, representing an; unemployment rate of roughly 8 %. However,
there are strong regional differences. For example, in Budapest the
unemployment rate was about 1.5 %, an indication that jobs are created
faster in new small and medium-sized enterprises in the capital than
elsewhere in the country.

„.
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if 1991 as;

of certain subsidies, liberalised food prices, rising governmental fees and
higher indirect taxes, in the second half of the year the price uptrend lost
momentum thanks to the real appreciation of the forint, increased
competition brought on by the progressing liberalisation of imports, and

wage settlements that were below the inflation rate.

However, in 1991 inflation averaged 35 %, which was slightly higher than

The success of Hungary's economic policy and the progress made in
structural reform mirrors not least the vigorous rise in foreign direct
After the steps implemented last year, the liberalisation of prices and
foreign trade is almost complete. In addition, early in December 1991 the
new centra! bank law and the new law on financial Institutions entered
into force. Both laws together constitute the second big step of Hungary's
banking reform.

At the start of 1987 the first fundamental reform, the establishment of a
The new banking law regulates, inter alia, the privatisation of the

Hungarian banks, planned to be carried out in 1992, as welt as the
activities of foreign banks. The new central bank law ensures to the
National Bank of Hungary a far- reaching independence from the

_

in the complicated task of

privatizing" state-run enterprises. Since the establishment of the Stsste

Property Agency in 1990 about 500 of th© 2,500 state-owned enterprises
have reportedly been privatised, and restructuring measures are said to
have been initiated at more than 700 enterprises.

In 1991 the maintenance of external solvency played a significant role. In
1992 economic policy is likely to focus on fighting inflation. For example,
the new President of the National Bank of Hungary, Mr Peter Akos Bod,
names the struggle against inflation, together with the preparation of the
full convertibility of the forint, as the main tasks facing the National Bank
The government, optimistically, hopes to push inflation down to about .20.
% to 25 % in 1992. A downturn is indeed conceivable - perhaps not quite
this size - as a number of factors responsible for the price uptrend in
1991 have meanwhile disappeared.

In all, the opposing trends which influenced Hungary's economy already
in 1991 are likely to persist throughout 1992, albeit less visibly. The
domestic recession should ease, the government and the National Bank
are even expecting a real economic growth of up to 3 % for 1992. As
already in 1991, the state sector's decline in output and employ- merit is
to be increasingly countered by the newly established and briskly
expanding small and medium-sized enterprises.
Domestic demand is likely to" remain subdued because private consump

tion will hardly pick up, given the downward trend of private households1
incomes, while investment is unlikely to take off as yet.

The question is to what degree these dampening factors can be offset by
rising demand from abroad, in fact, Ne the dynamic development of
exports is expected to continue. Especially exports to the western
industrialised countries should benefit from the association agreement
concluded with the EC and taking effect since 1 March 1992.
Exports are also likely to be stimulated by the joint ventures entered into
with western partners, which by now are estimated to total 10,000 or so.
Although the economic upswing and the restructuring process of the
Hungarian economy point towards a steep rise in imports too, the current

account should be at least in equilibrium at the end of 1992, provided the
recently reported successes in tourism are followed up.

In any case, in Central and Eastern Europe Hungary will remain the

leader in the transformation of a centrally planned to a market economy.

What is more, Hungary may be the first of the reforming countries of the

region to overcome the adjustment-induced recession and to start on a
growth path, although this will be moderate at first

According to official statistics, 1991 ended with no sign of economic
growth. Two years after the anti-inflationary programme was initiated by
former Finance Minister Balcerowicz GDP declined .by 8 %, industrial
output.fell by 14 %, the budget deficit stood at US$ Z8 billion, and

inflation at 60 %,

'
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The absence of economic growth was clue to several factors, namely the
breakdown ; in trade with the former USSR and CfvlEA, depressed

domestic demand, the difficulty in pushing through structural reform

measures (such as privatisation of the loss-making state sector), and
lastly, a cut.in government revenues, while government expenditures

were increasing; at the same time.

It is important to stress that the offidal statistics db not paintiHe complete

picture. Private sector output in Poland has increased dramatically, and

the majority of this is not yet captured in the official figures. While the
output of state companies fell by 19.5 % in 1991, private companies were

able to increase their output by 25.4%, giving them'a 24 % share in total
production. This compares with a share of 17.4 % in 1990 and 10 % in
1989, and is very strong evidence pf the sector's dynamic growth.. ;

Withthe collapse of CMEA trade,: Polish exports to the region, have fallen

b\f0% since 198,9, and imports hayeidiminished.by a similar magnitude.

In particular the breakdown of the former Soviet Union has.adversely

affected the Polish economy. Barter agreements with the former Soviet
Union began in the summer of 1991 and coyer an increasing s^hare of

trade,; indicating that the worst; may have been over at ^e^r-e;nd.,1991:: In

February 1992Poiand .signed a deal to buy 5 millionbrines of oil from
Russia (partly by barter), exchanging this for food, medicine; .sulphur and

The feorieritation of foreign trade towards the West began In.'i939, and
by 1991 the EC accounted for 53.3 % of Polish exports,
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However, this

"success" was relative because foreign trade activity has slowed down,
with exports suffering more than imports.

Even when taking into consideration an unfavourable exchange rate,
Polish exports in 1991 held out well, remaining virtually unchanged after
41 % growth in 1990, while imports increased by 42 %.

The worsening situation of the state sector has remained a problem.
Unable to market their products, most firms could not meet payments by
mid-1991.

Part of the problem can be attributed to the inability of state firms to
produce efficiently. Instead of cutting costs, reducing employment and
seeking new markets, they simply raised prices with the as- sumption that

the government wouid soon bail them out. Managers worked closely with
state councils and trade unions and tended to maximise wages and
employment rather than profits. Privatisation of state enterprises has
proceeded slowly, and significant management changes have failed to

take place.

However, in'the'two years of the Balcerowicz programme Poland did

make astounding progress, succeeding in its immediate goal of stopping
hyperinflation. Prices moved into line with world market prices, the output
of the informal sector (not captured in official statistics) surged, queues
disappeared. The population, however, was not satisfied: unemployment
stood at 12 %, and consumer goods, though available, were expensive.
Following-the policy intended to improve export competitiveness and

reduce imports, the zloty was devalued by 12 % against a basket of 5
Western currencies on 25 February 1992.

The last major devaluation took place in May 1991, when the National
Bank of Poland devalued the zloty by 14.4 % against the same basket,
followed by a crawling peg that continued devaluation by approxi- rnatety
1.8 % a month since October 1991. The original target of the Balcerowicz
plan was that inflation would be in the single digits by 1991. It is now
believed that this goal may be achieved by 1994 and inflation will be
reduced to 40% in 1992.
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The iMF suspended the disbursement of an extended loan facility in
Auqust 1991 because Poland failed to reach targets that had been
mutually established for the budget deficit. Poland's budget deficit for
1391 was US$ 2.8 billion or seven times the agreed amount. The new
government hopes to lower this figure to 5 % of GDP by raising turnover
taxes on tobacco, patrol and luxury items. The government also hopes to
raise company profits, inaease budget revenues and stem the threat or

mass bankruptcies through lowering wage costs, increasing exports and

Mass privatization is a clear priority and Western managed funds wiil

carry out the programme. The aim is to transfer half of all Polish industry
to the private sector within two years, with shares in 200 firms sold to the

population at a nominal charge. Poland has been very successful \n
privatising trade and retail outlets, with nearly 80 % of small shops

international community. In the economic sphere Slovenia is giving

With a population of 1.9 million (about 8% of the total population of
former Yugoslavia) Slovenia was the most developed of the Yugoslav
republics. It thus contributed 18% to the country's social product in 1990
and accounted for 20% of Yugoslavia's industrial output The public
sector accounted for about 83% of Slovenian social product, and was
therefore by far the most significant force in Slovenia's economic
structure. According to estimates social product per capita in 1990 was
about US$ 5,300, a figure comparable to those for Greece or Portu- gal.
Per capita social product for Yugoslavia as a whole stood at $ 2,200,
while in the country's poorest region, the province of Kosovo, it amounted
to $ 500.

Apart from feeling the deep economic crisis experienced by Yugoslavia,
Slovenia also suffered from war damages that occurred in the right for

independence, which are put at US$ 2.7 billion.
In 1991 social product (at constant prices) declined by approximately
13%, in Yugoslavia as a whole this figure was as much as 20%. In
Slovenia industrial production shrank by 2.4% and the number of un
employed rose steeply as a result of the decline in economic

- in one year to 91,100, representing an unemployment rate of

According to provisional estimates of the Slovenian government exports
of goods (measured in US$) fell by 2.5% in 1991, while imports de- ciined
by 10%. The trade deficit will thus amount to about US$ 240 million in
1991.
According to official prognoses Slovenian social product
decline further by 6.5% in 1992.
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Slovenia, like ail other states of the economy-reforming countries, is now

aiso confronted with the problem of open unemployment. At the end of
December 1991 the number of persons employed in the public sector of
the eeot^my fe$ to 675,850, a decline of approximately 76*000 persons
or 10% over year-end 1990. The number of registered unemployed rose

to §i,iOO by year-end 1991, which corresponded to an unemployment
rate of 11.4%. At the end of 1992 and the beginning of 1993, with
156,000 per- sons out of work, unemployment will assume serious:
proportions, it is planned to create 150,000 to 200,000-new jobs by 1995
with the help of foreign investment.

In 1990 Slovenia accounted for about 25% of all Yugoslav imports and
29% of exports. Trade with industrialised countries made up the bulk of
both exports (73%) and imports (81 %). About two-thirds of Slovenian
exports went to EC and EFTA countries.

Slovenia's most im- portant

trading partners in the European Community are Germany, Italy and
Franc©. Among the EFTA states Austria was the most important trad-: ing
partner, and in 1990 it was Slovenia's fifth most important trading partner

%

Compared with the other Yugoslav republics only a small portion of
Slovenian trade was transacted on the basis of clearing agreements in
1990 (13% of exports, 6% of imports). Among the countries with which

Slovenia traded on a clearing basis the former Soviet Union was the most
important trading partner.

Slovenia maintains close economic ties with Austria; in 1990 Austria
imported goods from Slovenia valued at 2.8 billion Austrian schillings,
and Austrian goods exported to Slovenia amounted to 4.2 billion
schillings. Slovenia accounted for 53% of Austrian trade with Yugoslavia.
Among the branches most actively involved are banking and insurance,

>:

Privatization and foreign investment

The Republic of Slovenia has in the recent two years been confronted
with three major challenges: .

D

rebuilding of a democratic poitticaE system

Of the three objectives of the new; democratic government the third target
has proved to be the most difficult one to achieve. Slovenia, was the
largest exporter to the western countries {exports are almost, 3 times of
thai of Bulgaria), considered to be the shop window of the former socialist

world, but on its transformation route it has, nevertheless, encountered
severe, problems of , depressed
unemployment and high inflation.

industrial

production,

increasing

This was due not only to the political turmoil in Yugoslavia, where
Slovenia had substantial traditional markets, but, to a considerable
extent, to the declaration of Slovenia's monetary independence last year.
The market transformation and privatisation came in that respect at the
worst possible time.

Restructuring and privatisation of socially owned enterprises along with
the,rapid growth of private business present an opportunity for profitable

investment in the years to come..■.-.

,

Many, economists beiseve the Slovenian economy has already hit the

bottom of the recession (due'to political and monetary break up with

Yugoslavia) and is now on the recovery route. By joining UN and
international monetary organisations (expected by the end of this year)

Slovenia positions itself for high growth over the next five to ten years,
building on its comparative advantages.

Slovenia is, close to major Western European markets, not only
geographically and logistical!/ but also in terms of adopting western

business culture including commercial flexibility, standards of business
conduct and focus on customers' satisfaction.

Through the years of strong exposure to competition on the interna

tional markets, many Slovenian companies have developed a long-term
relationship and trust with major western companies. This gives Siovenia
an edge over other Centra! and Eastern European countries.
Slovenia has a highly skilled and committed, though only modestly paid
workforce. This represents an advantage especially in labour intensive
industries, because labour productivity in physical terms does not
significantly lag behind Western European countries.
in comparison with other Central

and Eastern

European

countries,

Slovenian productivity is the highest.

The problem of a small domestic market has been largely overcome
through establishing free trade agreements in the territory of former
Yugoslavia, consisting of Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia, and Herzegovina and
Macedonia. It is to expect that political, changes in Serbia and Monte
negro wi!! enable the two to participate in the "Yugoslav common market"

While still not being completely up to western standards, the
infrastructure (railway, roads, air, telecommunications, housing stock) is
one of the major advantages compared to other competing countries.

For Hungary. Poland and Czechoslovakia -and of course for Slovenia
the economic prospects are

s

reforming countries of the region

A positive impact is likely to result from ifoe agreement reached with t
EC regarding the reduction of tariff -barriers having taken effect on

March 1992. it contains, among other stipulations, an "a asymmetric
i.e.

and holds out the possibility of an EC entry for ail three countries
!.reforms *we i>e&n

Both In Hungary and* "m Pola

a certain'amount

of optimism It may be assumed that the economic "zero is over-a

1992 a phase of stabilization can be expexted This might (not for 199:
sne Tram

.aterially anew?

the political tensions to some degree and thus give the region the chsnc

sd it "must bs noted thM it Is
opposed to a policy of growth."
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All experience gathered so .far shows that stabilisation'atons does' mi
i©adto Hghm. profitability an$ .greater profits, which stimulate investment
and this, in turn, ger^rates prosperity and economic grouch.

On the contrary, we know from experience that idle capacities bite into
the budget. Hence the aim of improving the budget on the expenditure
side via a reduction or even abolition of subsidies is missed, while

revenue shrinks drastically owing to the decline in taxes paid. On the
expenditure side itself the goal of a budget improvement is often
thwarted: for example, by the necessary unemployment benefits.

The altered causes of the budget deficit are evident in the case of
Poland, where GDP, which had slumped by 20 % in 1990, again dropped
by 7 % - 10 % in 1991. The resulting revenue shortfall of 15 % of the
estimate thus led to a budget deficit of roughly 12.5 % of GDP.

Today the East European reforming countries have a mixture of private,
state and traditionally state-owned enterprises.

Owing to the previously discussed economic environment many of them
operate at a loss. Nonetheless, there has not been spate of bankruptcies
or c!ose-downss for at least two reasons:

The stringent curb of credit prompted many enterprises to delay the
mutual payments, which was a source of working capita! for "—

The amount of money lenders can hope to recover depends on the value
economies, due to the absence of any real owners or shareholders.
Today still, on account of the high concentration, the failure of an
enterprise often means that the existence of the only customer or supplier
for the entire produo tion process.

The sorry financial state of the enterprises, the revenue shortfall and
declining purchasing power were bound to affect demand and thus
industrial output.

Although all reforming countries suffered severe setbacks in foreign
trade, the region's trade balance and the current accounts were a lot
better than had been feared at the start of the year.

What is more, in Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia and the ex-USSR the decline
in imports greatly improved the balance of trade and the current account.
The ex-USSR even managed to achieve a current account surplus of
US$ 6.7 billion in 1991, while Hungary and Czechoslovakia reported a
balanced current account.

The indebtedness of the reforming countries rose only marginally in 1991
and is likely to total now US$ 158 billion in gross terms.

Poland, Bulgaria and the ex-USSR were, unable to meet their debt
service. Bulgaria, which had to declare a moratorium in 1990, was unable
io-conciude a rescheduling agreement in 1991 for the settlement of its
US$ 12 billion outstanding debt.

Germany was the first country to reduce its claims on Poland in
compliance with the Paris Club agreement.
Subsequently Poland
reached agreements with the USA, Finland and the Netherlands,
covering a total of US$ 1.7 billion. In addition, exchange rate fluctuations
brought a further reduction in the outstanding dollar-denominated debt b^
US$2.1 billion.

a view - based on the prior analysis of the ov&raii
economic situation of the reformer countries in Eastern Europe, the
deceptive. The unpleasant goes along with the sensational. This

in fact the most important economic indicators give us no reason to be
euphoric when the situation is seen as a static one. But looking at the
development of the last years, there is enough reason for a realistic
optimism. This optimism must, of course, differ from the first euphoria
which was awakened in view of the opening of new markets.

As we all experienced, in this euphoria it was not possible to realize how
difficult the transition to market economy would be. This iead to

frustration and of a result of it - at the beginning - foreign commitment
and inversions in the region were much lower than expected.

Let us not go further into the question whether some Eastern European
countries were too slow at starting reforms. Probaybly this was the case especially in the former USSR, in Romania and Bulgaria. But also the

radical reformer countries (especially Poland) could not achieve
immediate success. The reason was less the concrete reform policy than

the very structure.

Only last year it became evident to what an outrageous extent the
communist economic system had distroyed structures in each of the
countries. Macroeconomic structures were distroyed as well as structures
within the enterprises. Structures have been distroyed in the working
persons themselves for whom terms like rentabiiity, individual decisions,
responsibility and productivity had become strange concepts with a mere
theoretic meaning.

these immense problems, the imminent relative stabilization

»w..« «««h it is only a slowdown of the recession) means already a big

success A success which has been achieved at the expense of many,
sacrifices and which has to be appreciated. This success should be
estimated strategically and not from an every-day-politscs point of view.
One thing has become; evident. A pure austerity-policy does not create a
sound economy. Austerity policy is a must (compromises, have on y

deferred problems) but it has togo along with a structural policy: a quick,

carefully directed
privatization should be combined with tne
simultaneous reorganization of enterprises, support for small and medium

sized business, human ressources policy (training) and the creation of

For a foreign newcomer not only a realistic estimate of the macro-and

microeconomic problems which were faced by the new democracies is
relevant. A realistic asessment of the special features of these economies
is as important.

In the entire region of former CMEA today new rules are valid. These
rules are far from being unified.

The majority of almost all the iarger enterprises are government owned or they are in a process of privatization. This has been dene with many
mistakes "Privatization" has often been considered as a formal proolem
and has therefore lead to discussions and disputes about the future
ownership structure. iViuch too little emphasis has been put on the mam
problem of privatization, i.e. the restructuring of enterprises. Only sound
enterprises can be privatized successfully.

The question whether the management considers the formal side or
whether it is oriented towards the future market - and this means a

market adequate restructuring in line with market conditions - is one of

the important criteria for the appraisal of an Eastern European
cooperation partner.

Efficient restructurings require of course an adequate economic
policy framework, a consolida- tion of accounts, and, of course, an

An adequate economic policy framework Is given if economic policy
accumulation of capital, stimulate savings, and make exporting
easier. This means a balance of current- account-oriented exchange
rate policy that implies a stabi lity-oriented monetary policy; a
> level, of real interest rates, but not one that is too high; and
Kfuate, but not prohibitively high, tax on the profits of

Further, it is important to clear the accounts of the enterprise, to
reduce the debt burden of an enterprise to a manageable level, and

Enterprises in financial trouble need to be recapitalized one way or
ihB other. Complete or partial debt relief may solve the problem.
Sometimes it seems advisable if lenders convert the credits they
have given to the enterprise into equity capital participation.

If such conversions of credits into equity participation take place on
a large scale in the course of the privatisation of planned
economies, the banks will very likely get into trouble eventually
because they will be overburdened with equity shares in
malfunctioning enterprises.
The banks themselves, having no
service, finally need to be recapitalized as well
In..the
economic crisis of the 1930s, several banks in Central Europe were
nationalized when the state stepped in to recapitalize the banks.

are of interest: Many East European companies include into their

The emerging private sector is less problematic: there is much readiness
for innovation and flexible solutions. But also in this sector it is important
to establish a base of confidence. One has to know one's partner. This

The merchandises offered in the former CMEA countries consist in an
intricate chaos of goods starting with low quality level, which are virtuaHy

unsaleable, goods of average level which are partly useful, up to goods

offcidh tech quality. These high quality goods are mostly produced by

enterprises with military production. Many of these enterprises are

performing a conversion program in order to shift the production from

\n a!! production sectors there are extreme differences in quality. But

there are interesting offers, like industrial raw materials, agricultural
(although the internal demand cannot be covered, many
are being exported), semi finished goods of heavy industry,

...„...„-.J finished products, especially in the field of mechanical

en@ineering, but also of medical equipment.

An important factor for the competitiveness of East European procucts is
their price

Other criteria are important as weli: robustness, simpia

handling, quality of the processed basic materials - and often also
precision.

The main criterion is still the price: one can proceed on the assumption
exchange).

The low prices are due to the rich deposits of raw materials in some
course; to the fact that the East European .

unknown in international markets and stilt have to gain market positions.

Even though some enterprises tend to raise prices'raiher than lower the
costs in the course of privatization, the East European products will stsll

be offered for a long time at prices much lower than (comparable) West

Europe alredy got a taste of the Eastern competition. The inexpensive
high quality steei products from the former USSR and Poland have made
a strong downward pressure on prices, the cement produced in Eastern
Europe (CSFR, Poland, former USSR) has glutted the markets and
caused severe difficulties for some (also Austrian) cement producers.
The same happened in the branches of raw aluminium and especially of
scrap steel, where prices dropped dramatically in the past year.
In th© fields of design and options many Eastern made goods are less
sophisticated
than
Western
products.
But
the
relation
of

pnce-performance-benefit is decisive:
ft may be a good choice to prefer an Eastern offer to a Western product

when there is a good relation between benefit, price and amortization.

Th© demand for goods, especially for consumer goods of all kinds, for
perishable or long life goods as well as for food stuffs, for "normal"
products and for luxury articles is enormous in East European markets.
There is also demand for capital goods and for certain raw materials.
Often the phenomenon of "empty" markets can be found.
The market potential is enormous, ft should be clear that these markets
can absolutely not be compared to developed Western markets: the
financial resources - especially foreign currency - are not disposable in
the necessary quantities to meet the demand, the communication
between the seller and the potential buyer is established rather.by

accident than by the systematic development of offer and demand;
distributio systems which we are used to in the West, only exist in an

Jn spste of these difficulties, trade is developping rapidly. Nevertheless,
foreign suppliers must develop creative strategies in order to gain a
foothold in'East European markets.

Although almost all former pMEA countries established or re-opened
stock exchanges which/had been paralyzed for: decennies, capital
markets.are only-in the process of development, especially in Hungary

The development of capital markets depends strongly on the level of
privatization and on the bank system. Hungary achieved already two
years ago to make some enterprises negotiable ( mainly with the help of
Austrian banks). Thanks to the reform of corporate law - which has been
adapted substantially to West European corporate law principles - in
most of the other East European states it is now possible to buy shares m
a commercial partnership.

Nontheiess it will still take much time until a functioning capital market will
exist. The same goes.fohfinancial markets/The domestic banks still have
relatively tittle know how regarding financing instruments, Recently the
first bond emission has taken place in Hungary; but still regular credits
are the prevailing instrument, however problematic.for the financing of
firms: credit interests in national currencies have a spread between 40
and 50 %. (Example: The short term financing rate for banks is in

Hungary 30%; interest ^tes for Forint-denominated medium-term
investment loans amount to;;between 33% and 40%; saving deposits.earn
interest of between 25% and 30%, depending on the maturity period).
Like in all other former CiVEA countries high interest rates have an
adverse effect on the investment climate, along with the fact that earnings
are weak at a great majority of state-owned copmpanies: Thus
investment activity depends in a large part on the extent of foreign
investment

■Foreign currency credits with low interests for domestic enterprises■ are

only available to borrower who can present a project which absolutely
guarantees repayment.

The 24 bn US$ financial aid for Russia, which1 was agreed on at the
recent Munich Summit and the subsequent release of the first tranche of
.1 bn US$ was certainly the most evident sign for the West's strategical
goal to make Eastern

Europe a region with a functioning market

economy.

The financiai aid cannot solve the former Soviet Union's problems, but it
can ease some of the negative symptoms of the crisis during the
transition period. The financing shGuid concentrate especially on the
fields of food production, services and the improvement of communication

For the stabilization of the rouble (its convertibility announced for July
probably won't be put into practice that fast) a rouble fund to the amount
of 6 bn US$ has been established. The most important part of this fund is
financed by Western Europe, the United States contributed 25 % and
Japan 12,5%.

This financial aid should not bs seen separately. The IMF has taken part
in the negotiations .of a series of economic policy conditions. However,
the conditions of balanced budgets and strict austerity will probably be
applied less rigidly.
'-..."

Apart from the G7 aid of 24 bn US$, the IMF expects that IMF loans for
the CIS states will amount to 25 - 30 bn US$ in the next four to five years;
furthermore, Russia claims write off of debts.

^^^^k^^^^^j^M^^^^^E

Aditionally, the G 7 countries have listed investment terms for Eastern
Europe:

imports from the former communist states.

contract laws (East-West-Trade Summit in Munster)

unsecured ciaims by Austrian firms

UQffi

Recent* the MF accepted the economy

considerably extended.

Mmmm

Creases remained below the inflation rate (actually 58 %), the
crown remained relatively stable.

In March 1st, this year, the European Communitiy's trade liberalisation
agreements with Poland, Gzechosiowakia and Hungary have been

settled, designed to give the countrie's goods greater access to western

Nevertheless independent comments state that the well financed and
technically Superior exporters from the west are likely to profit more
quickly from the advantages of free trade than struggling industries in the
former communist states,
■■"-.
Exporters from Czechoslovakia, like others from central and eastern
Europe, have already made progress in gaining new market positions in
the west over the past two years. Barriers are maintained on exports of
key products such as steel, textiles, chemicals and glass, although they
will be gradually lowered and removed altogether after ID years. Curbs
on sales of farm products into the EC's heavily protected agricultural
market will remain in force.

Besides other countries, recently the applications of the former USSR

states for membership in the World Bank were adopted. According to
World Bank Vice President Wilfried P. Thalwitz, the World Bank sees its

task in the former USSR to intervene in such cases where toe iacK or

foreign currency risks to interrupt production. Therefore the World Bank
will concede Russia credit of at least 500 mn. US$ for imports of raw

At the end "of October credits for structural projects in the fields of
agriculture, industry and energy will follow. TH* interests for these
commercial credits wilt be 0,5 % higher than the World Banks cost 01

finance of actually about 8 %. in total the CIS states will receive Worta
The repayment of the credits with a17 years term starts after three years,
which means relatively "soft" conditions.

End of 1994 the World Bank will be in conditions to spend yearly 4 to 5

bn dollars for the CIS states, half of which wiii be designed to Russia

The epansion of the volume of commercial credits is possible thanks to
the last capital increase by the World Bank.

The CIS republics will receive a 5 % share in the capita! stock of the
WoHd Bank Russia's share will be of 2,3 %. 90 % of the totSt! of 540 mn
dollars "entrance fee" have to be paid in local currency, 10 % in dollars.

An additional agreement was settled

between Germany ?nd Russia

allowing tne resumption of Hermes export .credit guarantees on German
exoots In bilateral discussions the Russian economics minister assured

that ' Russia wo.'fd

give

govern-

mental1 counter-guarantees for

Herm«s-bacKed trade, the absence of which has effectively blocked new
contracts for German exports since the collapse of the Soviet Union.

The agreement maans that guarantees frpm Hermes, Bonn's leading
exoort credit agency, can now be given up "to a ceiling of DMfebn -ass
year, although this level will be reviewed every three months. German

exporters, above all those from former East Germany, have been aadty
hit by the absep.cs of export credit insurance tp Russia.

Western businessmen had to realize after the first

Many miscalculated, had high acquisition costs, but
never achieved the conclusion of a profitable
transaction. Many gave up after the first failures.

Who stayed were the insiders, the managers with
strategic goals and strategic know how - and - what
is most important - with enough patience to create
relations of confidence with the

is

When trade relations of many years stably based on confidence do not
yet exist, business will be difficult To address firms from one's desk, so
to say to do business "by fax" will not lead to any success, apart from

flukes. The same goes for Western Markets. Here the approach by to
quite usual - especially because standard proceedings^are ^matter
course (for instance in trade); but in the

Unless the fsrm who wants to enter the Eastern market is

a multinational enterprise with enough financial resources

to run offices in- Eastern Europe, personal con acts wrth

East European partners who specifically work on the
local market are a must.

The East European markets are very diverse. From town
to town, from "region to region, market conditions ere

completely cfiffawit be it the control of certain
subrnarkels by iocal lobbies and groups which are
sometimes hard to identify, different
d.stnbut.on

infrastructures, different pricing or different consumer

The Lack of a Systematic Distribution Systems
The communist planned economy established an
arbitrary system of goods distribution instead of a
naturally grown demand - offer- structure. As far ao
exported or imported products were ooncemeo, the
Qovernmeni owned firms had monopolised all

transactions (only minimal parts of the foreign excnange
earnings were passed on to the producers). An organic

chain importer - whotemte - ntoff trwfe naa not
developed. On the other hand, all the government owned

foreign trad© firms vvers dissolved or restructured, or they
went bankrupt ieaving a big deficiency in trading know
how snd distribution systems.

Therefore a new bidder cannot (like in Western markets)
channel his products in existing distribution structures,

but he has to create -. together with his partners'- a
customer base and the necessary distribution structures.

In many cases not only the distribution systems, but also
the contact points for imports are missing: systematic
"local ports" in towns for storage and further distribution
of imported products similar to West European
wholesales chains (like "METRO" and others), which are
also contact points for retail traders.are very rare.

Not iong ago, the government owned foreign trade firms
had the monopoly of all foreign trade activities. Since the
producing enterprises got full economic independence,
they have tried to gain a foothold in foreign markets or to
cooperate with foreign partners without the tutelage by
the former foreign trade firms.This experience process is
very important but it has taken too much time. !n many
cases the foreign trade managers of the enterprises ( and
also their "technical crew") lack the fundamental
techniques of foreign trade (f.i. how to issue and handle a
letter of

cr©<

Not always products (for instance for compensation ) are available in the

required quality, quantity and at the right time. Therefore performance
hedging (performance bond or performance guarantees) is often

Foreian currency is not always available, it is rather

Europe, and at th© same time they have little know how of
creative financing instruments, the barter trade

ss

-

in

most of the cases - still the best alternative. Of oounr

dispose of good products and of sufficient raw materials.

The transfer of profits is generally admissible, also the problem
of non convertibility of Eastern currencies is now less drastic
than before. Recently, several finance techniques have been
developed in order to be able to convert Eastern currencies into
convertible currencies (US$ or DM).

a population af about 400 million, the markets in

10 % of the demand for bananas is covered, many

Hungary, Czechoslovakia and Poland have already made a clear
statement of their intention to obtain the EC membership. This will of

course take time, but the first steps towards a total integration of Europe
have already been taken. The most diverse cooperation and trade

treaties have introduced this process. At the same time, the West
European states are fully conscious that only a unified Europe can be a
>ility and economic and social progress.

The EC is already number one in world trade. Its external exports
(excluding members' trade with each other) amounted to ECU 413 biilion
in 1989. This represented 15 % of world exports compa red with 12 % for
the United States and ,9.1 % for Japan. The EC is the biggest market in
the industrialized world, with a population of 340 million; it is also one of
the most open markets.

The Community has to export in order to finance its substantial imports of
food and raw materials. The EC is the world's biggest importer of
agricultural products. The Community's exports consist of quality
manufactured goods (80% of the total) and of processed foodstuffs.

With the imminent enlargement of the EC by some EFTA states (Austria,
among others) the Common Market (the Single Market) will gam

Especially for countries, whose main production and whose competitive
strength is in the field of agriculture, the new Easternmarkets are
strategic markets and there is no alternative to the development of
adequate strategies in order to gain a foothold in these markets.

for the way towards the EC" or "with th© EC stronger for th© way

In certain product groups (for instance all kinds of agricultural machines,

construction machines, medium ahd heavy trucks, steel products, tare
metals mining machines, artificial fertilizers, certain productof medical

equipment, etc.) the Eastern products are competitive reding their
quality. Prices are considerably sometimes up tp 50*dowei^an world
market prices,

/

'
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Furthermore, many firms which had worked exclusively;for military

purposes, are now shifting their production programmes to oyii products.
These firms often dispose of hrgh technology(for instance laser
technology) as well

as licenses, which opens the possibility ot

transfixing high technology at considerably lower prices, than Western

On the occasion of the signing of .the.LOME IV Convention there were
some worried commentaries about the new developments in Europe.

Centre of attention was the question whether the EC and the other West
European industrialized countries would concentrate their activities too
much on Eastern Europe and thus "forget" the African countries.

For instance the Preisdent of Togo, Gnassingbe Eyadema made an

appeal to the EC: "not to abandon their friends of the South for the benefit
of their brothers of the East whose opening to the Community market will
basically change thefundamental element ofNorth-South cooperation ".
Also the realization :of" the Single European Market in 1993 is. causing

having become one economic and monetary entity, will
encourage a prejudicial protectionism against nations of the southern
hemi- sphere, while having closer ties with Eastern countries which
This fear can be easily understood. If we take into account the volume of
capital which has been transferred to Eastern Europe one could ask:
Where should additional capita! for the South come from? The total
is 12 bn, ECU (about 18
amount agreed on in the LOME IV
ia! aid recently approved for
bn. US$), with 8 bn. grants. Only the

Russia by the G 7 states is of 24.bn US$, the total help promised by

Wetern donors pledged by governments and institutions is - only for he

CIS states - of 86bn.US$. And - according to experts - this is only the
the co
is no
sibiSities which

concern,

African producers,

unthinkable two or

we

think that the new
the contrary, it offers
years ago,

Regarding bdth imports from and exports to Eastern Europe, today there
is a series of possibilities to optimally safeguard the African interests.

transaction or project. Important is, that the definition of roles and the
wmi

( ^_.,.s and other market orientated assistance offered by the

We^ncrder^ facilitate the access to E.astern markets. ■. : rl<

>■

Oiir Experience in the Past Months

In the course of the preparation of this study we visited about 100 best
East European firms and had innumerable conversations with
representatives of chambers,
of the new private sector an0 of the
governmental privatization agencies: everywhere we found 3 high
willingness to establish such triangle cooperation projects for the benefit
of ail parts. Many enterprises had African markets before which broke
down due to different reasons. These enterprises want not only to regain
the old markets, but hey are ready for completely new cooperation
models like our triangle project.
^,

financing of the entering into Eastern markets with these

technology (parties use of Western technology in Eastern products)

tradition and due to

and the radical acceleration of the peaceful
ap@iuei!3«» ««« Austrian-Hungi

of QDR refugees could go from Hungary to the former

before this development Austrian firms were traditionally

ifEaUrn European, *«2^
in Eatfem Europe. German, Italian, American japane*

South-East Asiatic enterpnses were greatful ^*? j1®™^8 ™

how of the Austrian "East pioneers" and they still make use of them.
ftal, Vienna, is an intersection point between West and

a priviledged place and a point of departure for

oatriotism (the authors of this study are an intercultura!

coSsSS teaSsTdent in Austria) but conviction leads us to the op.nion

thai Sanplrtners are especially suited tor the Tnangle Rjjt m.
missina EC membership (Austria will be a fuli EL

member ana a nei

Xr in 1985?te no disUantge. The Austrian neutrality has always

bSEm advantage for its economic relations with Eastern Europe and

S'^eutrSiv carfalso be proven towards Africa: Austria has no coonnl
past.

Some numbers for illustration: Austria covers Z2D0. <J «» fte' J 9£«|
t ventures registered in Hungary. Some more than half of the total

tas irtested in Hunga-y came from USA, followed by Austria and
AU inVhe third place.ln Poland 3.208 out of 4.900 registered pint

SK^S^cKdout with Austrian partners. Austria's part m p,n:

ventures in the CiS states is 230 out of 3.400, in former Yougosiavia t to

770 out o?4 600,1n GSFR 1.500 out of 5.5C0 and in Bulgana 25 out of

100 In relation to its size Austria is a major power in tast business
(reference: APA, Ost Eco, 021992).

An

of course,

indispensable strategy (of political entities and

international organizations) is the attempt to reach ^^rLTldh

trade agreements in order to avoid or ease the dramatic effects of such
price developments on the producers.

A political platform for these strategies are, for instance, *e WT
negotiations, product related agreements on market access and pegging
of prices (like the ACP - EC sugar agreement).

What these strategies have in common is their defensive character. ItJs
of course necessary to negotiate future-oriented marke access and

pric^g. But apart torn this, the producers have to develop strategy

which are appropriate to avoid the dependence on global terms of trade.

Single and offensive master strategies instead of "Wait.ng for Godot strategies" are a must.

asf^Bs^^sssBs

market economy it is not possible to watt for

. in
strategy of
ohafization*. Especially for African
Afr
agncunun* -¥««*»_
d "internal

situation in

Eastern Europe is perfect for
for putting into practice such

1£S^i«^^*mt. ^plicated ^
r®ason®bfy-pric®d way.

offensive market policy in both ways:

fluctuations in the commodity markets

=".=.--«--r-- *==
need

to

of the Munich Economic

, pconomics

.n July.

The substance of his speech: There should be global agreements,, but

the enterprises should not just wait for them.

Inrnediaie decisions,

inmediate actions by the enterprise are important. - "ftflove to the

The guiding principle-'move to the micro", cpjuld be modified for African

producers into "move to Eastern Europe". In order to attain this target, the
strategies presented by us in the ''Triangle Schemes" are necessary. The

feasability of these strategies has been Investigated by us on the spot

with a great number of East European enterprises who showed serious
interest in such triangle cooperations.

In the n^xt chapter we shall give a review on the, stand by possibilities of

private ■ and

international

finanplng

institutions

followed

by

the

presentation of some product groups and triangle-models. But before
we'd like to quote again Mr. Manuel Mann, Vice President of the
European Comission. On the occasion of the last Lome Convention he

"it would be wrong to imagine that any advance of
European integration has inevitably to be a threat to the
Third World"?

Mr. Lucien Pagni added in his comment "From Lom6 I to Lome' IV"'(The
Courier no.120, March/Aprili 990);

"Africa will not be granted its role and place in the
new international balance. It and it alone will

of rise EBR® was critipeeij by East Europeans
in our paH of the world has been no more «

Apart torn the relatively Eow financing volume (which will be considerably

increased according to recent comments) there has been a dispute about
the future fundamental credit policy of the bank: Should the bank

reinforce "development banking" or should if concentrate on "commercial
banking" as it has done up to this moment.

The feiatively low financing voiume has been partly due to the fact that
the EBRD like any other commercial bank, finances only 'acceptable

projects" and that project-identification is difficult in Eastern Europe, in
view of he economic crisis in ail East European countries many projects

were considered too risky.

The idea of financing at a higher risk and with softer conditions was
contributed to the annual meeting by Mr. Attaii.

He proposed a restructuring facility containing a combination of soft
loans and high ask equity, especially for financing the conversion of
the ex USSR military industry. This initiattve was resisted by the US
and other shareholders of the bank. Mr. Theo Waigel, German
finance minister and new chairman of th& bank's board of govemers,
is also representing the "comnmerciai banking wing".

sector on commercial terms, at market
aim tof encouraging private

surely be the main bank "policy

(60 %} to go to
rates, thus
This access

(t time; with

exceptions (e.g. in the case of nuclear

The EBRD has concentrated on the financing of investment projects

without developing a proper financing instrument for trade. Ori the
occasion of our visit to the bank, representatives of the EBRD stressed
that the bank admitted the importance of trade for the overall economic
upswing in Eastern, Europe and that it considered the possibility of

including trade financing iri its range of activities. However, these:
deliberations are not yet"concluded and there iso decision on this subject

The bank appreciates and is always open to the idea of trianglB
cooperations like investment projects in Eastern Europe with the
participation of African partners. Bankable project- feasabilities will be
accepted or rejected Within 90 days.
The general substance of our conversations in London was: The bank
misses above all interesting and reasonable projects. It is ready to
participate in projects even at a preparatory stage.

foster the transition towards democracy and open market-oriented
in
economies, and to promote private and entr&pt&neuri&i
the countries of central and eastern Europe

The Bank lends and invests exclusively for projects or in vestment
programmes in the countries of central and eastern Europe (Albania,
Bulqana, the Czech and Slovak Republics, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia,

The Bank's mandate gives it a particular concern for the promotion
of democratic institutions and human rights in its countries of o

The Bank is a unique combination of merchant bank and dev
elopment bank. Not less than 60% of its funding will be directed

D

state-owned enterprises implementing a programme to achieve
* Not more than 40% will be directed to public infrastructure or other

The Bank's commitment to improving the environment is an integral

vestment principles and within commercial decision-making time

The Bank commenced operations in April >1991 at its headquarters in
London

its^two operations-departments.are Merchant Banking a no

Development Banking, each of which -is: staffed by professionals with
specialist country, industry and transactiona! experience.

v..

:

* it carries out its funding of private pr privatizable enterprises :in the
competitive sector through Merchant Banking, which include s withm it
thefull range oi[private sectot^financing skills and experferice.

: ■

♦ Wcarries out its funding of physical and financial infrastructure projects

through Development Banking, which includes within it the full range of
development bank Financing, economic, country and sectoral expertise.

The Bank actively seeks projects which will contribute to:

D

D

D
D
□
D
O
D
D
O

Encouraging direct foreign investment

Restructuring the industrial sector

D
D
D
□

The Bank requires proposals submitted by private and privatizabie
enterprises to have strong sponsors/partners and credible busi ness
plans which demonstrate:

□
D
D
D
D
D

The Bank offers a full range of funding on a:market, rather th,an on a
subsidised or concessionary basis, including:

The Bank does not issue guarantees for
undertake Insurance activities. Loans are noi

convertible currencies or currency units, and the Bank does

The Bank's rates of interest are based on a margin over a market

benchmark (normally LIBOR). Loans can be at a variable rate-or - using
the swap market - at a fixed rate, with usual resetting features. The
amount of the margin depends on the specific characteristics of the loan.

The Bank charges an upfront fee on agreement and a commitment fee on
the undisbursed portion of its loans.

The Bank can provide equity financing where this is instrumental in
enabling transactions to be completed which might not otherwise obtain
financing. Its equity investments must give the Bank the prospect of
recovering its financing in the medium term at a price which represents

an adequate equity return on its investment.

The

Bank will not take controlling interests nor assume

direct

responsibility for managing enterprises.

In its financing operations, the Bank will require the companies or entities
it funds to obtain adequate insurance coverage against normally
insurable risks.

It will not require protection against political risk or

The terms of the Bank's funding are designed to enable it to cooperate

both with International Financial Institutions and with a range of ..public

and private financial institutions through qo-financing arrangements.

The Bank is able to mobilise additional commercial funds, either at the
time of initial funding or, subsequently, from syndicates of private lenders
by selling them participations in the Bank's loans.

Where banks participate in loans for which the Bank is the lender of
record, they may share in the benefits of the Bank's protection.
Where banks participate with the Bank in this way at the time of initial
funding, they can also do so on the basis that the portion of the loan
funded by them has different terms and conditions from that funded by
the Bank.

Requests for financing should be submitted directly to the pank by the
commercial enterprises seeking finance, or by intermediaries authorized
to act on their behalf.

In processing funding proposals for submission to the Bank's Board

Merchant 'Banking relies on its professional valuation and credit
structuring skills and its specialized knowledge of the countries of
operations.

Its approach is commercial, involving a full assessment of project merits

and a timely processing of credit decisions to the firm commitment stage;

un der normal circumstances this should take two months from the receipt
of ful 1 project information.

Merchant Banking will work closely with sponsors in reviewing the
commercial merits of proposals submitted and the risks attached to them,

taking into account the business plans available, as well as the Bank's
agreed country strategy and the proposals' environmental implications

The Bank is able to provide advice on project structuring and financial
design for,-investments in the region.
The Bank enforces strict

riii

>

Proposals from central and local authorities, utilities,
financial institutions and other public sector agencies:

Requests for financing should nominally be submitted directly to the Bank
by the government or public authority sponsoring the project, rather than
by individual contractors competing for such, projects, .'.-■.
Proposals will be reviewed by Development Banking staff and considered
in conjunction with the Bank's agreed country strategy. Specific proposals
will be subject to a financial, economic, technical and environmental
review to assess their viability before submission to the Board:
Development Banking can offer assistance in the following areas:
Advisory services

'■''■

Project identification, preparation and funding in the physical and
financial infrastructure sectors
Mobilization of additional finance from public and private sources on
a co-fmancihg basis

-':

Support of project implementation., including procurement

Public projects normally require open international tendering procedures
consistent with the Bank' 's Procurement Policies and Rules' for
procurement of the goods, works and services it finances. Under special
circumstances the Bank would agree to other appropriate procedures
such as selective tendering, single tenders and shopping in line with the

Bank's Procurement Policies and Rules.

In selected cases the Bank can offer financial advice, and training and
technical assistance, where this facilitates the achievement of its overall
objectives, based on funds specifically provided for this purpose by

certain governments and international institutions. The Bank does not
seek advisory mandates for the purpose of earning fees in competition

with providers of advisory services.

It rather assists, selected

governmental or private sector entities in defining requirements for
selecting, monitoring and financing consultants and other advisers.

The EC states that although the first generation trade and cooperation
agreements lifted quotas and other quantitative restrictions on exports
from the EC's East European partners, they did not contain any element
of tariff preference to facilitate their access to the Community market.
Nor did they provide for statutory financial, aid.

But they were (and will be) the starting point for the second generation of
association agreements or 'European agreements'of a totally new kind.
in the meantime a second generation of agreements has been already
settled (March 1 agreement with Poland, Hungary and Czechoslovakia,
liberalizing trade with the excpetion of some barriers for key products
such as steel, textiles, chemicals and glass).

The agreements to come, so the official EC policy, would even go beyond
the free-trade accords which the Community has forged with the
individual countries of EFTA.

The association agreements are to consist of four essential elements:
(1)

free trade between the country concerned and the

(4)

the creation of a mechanism for political dialogue

The agreements would constitute an end in themselves. They are not a
transitional phase on the road to membership of the Community; neither
do they exclude the possibility of an 'associated' country applying
subsequently to join the EC.

The aim of the agreements is to bring about the phased introduction of
two-way free trade. This step-by-step approach will take account of the
specific reforms under way in each country as they concern prices,
subsidies, taxation, monetary policy, currency convertibility and its

competition.

to a flexible timetable and one wh.cli
Situation;

;

-

te legMlattoh bould also be harmonized. w,th that of the
Community.

arid medical equipment, standards and norms.

ity will offer a set amount of creditsjbr eacK^ssociated

(Extract from EC papers "The Phare Programme")

The Phare programme was set up by the Group of Seven (G-7) summit in
Paris in July 1989. The summit charged the European Commission with
coordinating assistance from the Group of 24 Western industrialized
countries taking part in the programme:

This function enabled the Commission to take ory a new and important
international political role. For, besides coordinating Western aid, it has
increasingly taken the lead in framing Phare policy and strategy. The
initial aims of Phare were to sustain the political and economic reform
process in. Poland and Hungary and in particular to strengthen the private
sector. The priority areas identified by the Commission, in consultation

with the IMF, the Worid Bank and the OECD, are now the object of
substantial programmes.

.

;

'
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These areas are agriculture and rural development,
enterprise restructuring,
banking and finance,
investment,
the environment and professional

training anil technical assistance.

In addition, the G-24 countries have taken action to facilitate access to
Western markets for Polish and Hungarian exports. They have removed

quantitative restrictions on Polish and Hungarian products, extended
most-favoured nation status (where this was not already granted) and
extended to them their system of generalized preferences (SGP).
In May 1990 the Commission announced a set of projects for Poland and

Hungary worth ECU 86.5 million as part of its contribution to Phare
projects More than half the amount will go on environmental protection,
a sector where the Community has taken the lead in supporting major
control efforts.

1.
2.

Poland: Environmental protection programme
Hungary: Environmental protection programme

3.

Poland/Hungary: Participation in Budapest Regional
Environment Centre

4.

Poland: Basic technical assistance for privatization programme

5.
6.:'■<•,
7.

Hungary: Support for modernizing the financial system
Poland/Hungary: Qooperationin the\ffldloteconomics
Poland: Sectoral import programme for animal feed and

8.

feed-additives

Poland/Hungary: Technical assistance for implemEntingthe
Trans- European mobility programme For university studies

(Tempus)

Priorities identified by fact-finding missions sent to these countries by the
Commission were similar to those in Hungary and Poland:
(1)
(2)

improved access to Western markets;
stabilizing and improving food supply;

(3)

professional training;

(5)

investment and economic restructuring.

(6)

Industrial waste, nuclear safety), energy, training and youth

Specific emphasis varies from country to country,

the Commission's

initial assess ment of national priorities for each count are as follows:

♦ Agriculture and the agri-foodstuffs industry
*

investment,.._.,_,.

.

.

* training (management, financial services, scientific and technical),
restructuring (chemical and light industries), tourism,

♦ industrial restructuring

♦ the .environment (pollution control)
♦
♦

scientific and technical cooperation
improved access to markets.

*

agriculture and food supply (research, production
ventures)
'■*■■■
* environment,
* investment (transport, tourism, smaller enterprises),
* training (management/banking, tourism)
* communications
* agri-foodstuffs industry
* improved access to markets.

technology,

joint

environment (notably pollution of the Danube and Sava basins and of the
Adriatic coast)
investment
restructuring of the banking sector and the industrial sector
training (banking, management, taxation systems)
structural adjustment, including the social aspects
improved access to markets.
"..

TheCbmmunity's own contribution to Phare is considerable.
contributed ECU 500 million in 1990.

It

The total for 1991 was ECU 795

million with ECU 1 billion earmarked for, 1992. The Commission has
continued its coordination task as the scope and geographic coverage of
the Phare programme has extended to the restof Central and Eastern

ystems,
s
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Regarding publicly subsidised export credits, together with 22 OECD

countries, Spain adopted an agreement which foresees that interest rates

and terms of subsidised credits are ruled-by an OECD cosensus which
takes into account the stage of development of the country in question,
(lower interest rates and longer terms for less developed countries)

"Fundamentally, promotion credits can'be in pesetas, ECUs or in any
other convertible
currency quoted .on the Madrid money market.

Promotion conditions are'ruled by multilateral agreements on publicly
subsidised credits.

The OECD Consensus on Publicly Susidised Export Credits
Agreement on Export Credits for the Financing of Ships
Special Credits for the Export of Nuclear Power Stations
Agreement on Export Credits for Earth Stations for Satellite
Communication

*■ . ,

Special Credits for Civil Aircrafts

authorize such subsidie$.

i&rs CracflVs

Advance Payments or Cash Payments

which do not come from subsidised export credits.

The basis of calculation is 'tf» FOB value of exported
l and services indicated in the customs invoice, or.
and the shares of trade commissions over 5 ^ are
deducted.

?

'of buyers credits for foreign buyers

a^^^mlskns accumulating during ft. a

period ars added to the basis, as fer as a credit line is
stipulated in the credit agreement.

c) m the case of buyers credits also the predit insurance

costs can be added to the basis.

d) Costs for freight and transport insurances can be

added if this is foreseen by the export contract arid; if
these services are performed by Spanish firms. In case
they are foreign services, they are included in the
admitted .10 % foreign shares. If the services are

performed by the importing country, they are considered

e) in no case interests resulting from default in payment
can be added to the basis of calculation.

The maximum credit amount depends oh tHe export value; local costs can
be added if they are not higher than the 15 % deposit and the importing
country is not classified as relatively wealthy.

Conditions for a subsidised pre-shipment financing are the existence of a
buying order, the exported commodity may not contain more than 10 %
imported parts (exception: up to 30 % from EC countries)

The maximum credit term for consumer goods, semi-finished products
and raw materials is three or srx months, for capital goods it can be
extended until the delivery date.
a)

Short Term Supplier Credit (up to 3 years)

Up to 85 % of the contract value (for First Class Export Charter firms up
to 90%)

Usually up to 85 % (90 % for FCEC firms) of the contract value are

c)

Buyer credit

. ■ ■.\-^:\J\'r:-\-r

_
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Subsidised credits which are claimed'by and extended to the foreign
importer (who has to deposit at least 15 %). These credits can be used

for financing exports of Spanish capital ^qocte. (fhe credit is noji payed to

the importer=debtor,but it is used for the payment of export invoices of
the Spanish exporter=beneficiary).

,;

/

Banks which extend these credits can cover up to 90 % (in the case of
private borrowers) and up to 95 % (in the case of public borrowers) of the
open capital and the interests by means of the credit insurance agencies

(in Spain: CESCij;

!n order to obtain a subsidised credit, the exporter needs a certificate with
a detailed description of the origin and destination of the included foreign
materials and servjces.and their share in per cent in the export value.

Materials which have been processed forming a completely different
(new) product are not considered foreign materials.

Foreign goods or services included in the exported commodity may have
a share of up to 30 % of the POB value when their origin is an EC
country.

Local costs are ail expenses generated in the importing country under
direct responsibility of the exporter, i.e. goods and services provided by
the importing country which are necessary to fulfill the export contract
and which are included in the contract price.

The amount of localcosts may not exceed the amount of the prepayment
or deposit, in the case of exports to countries classified as relatively
wealthy, local costs are not financed.

The interest rates of publicly subsidised credits are not lower than the
periodically published OECD consensus interest rates.

system.

would

Without this, the Austrian export sector

not

have

been

in

a

position

to

meet

This is specially true of the capital'gbbcte industry and the opening up of
new markets. The latter goal is specially important in view of the high
concentraion of Austrian exports in Europe and the resulting dependence
of the Austrian economy on Europe's market conditions.

Within the scope of this export guarantee system, claims are paid under
guarantees'as provided in the Export Promotion Act. Write-offs by the
guarantor and interest relief that had to be granted under international

agreements as debt relief

only reached a total of ATS 9.1 billion

(corresponding to 0.8% of the aggregate guarantee turnover).

Through exports made on credit terms assets are formed abroad directly
(by means of supplier's credits) or indirectly (through buyers
credits), and also through the acquisition of investments abroad.

The foreign assets covered by the said federal guarantees form the basis

of Kontrolibank's funding operations carried out on domestic and foreign
financial markets. In practice, the guarantees assumed under the Export
Promotion Act 1981 appear on the Bank's refinancing instruments.

To the extent that the assets formed abroad are funded on foreign
financial markets, these operations mean that capital exports are made
possible by capital imports. Sn case a tied financial credit is extended
or accounts receivable are acquired by a bank, the refinancing procedure

consists in the conversion of transactions made on credit terms into cash

transactions.

The Bank is responsible for examining applications for guarantees from a

banking point Of View (banker's judgement on financial standing and

handnng) and issues and administers the guarantees on behalf of the

Above all in Eastern Europe, project finance is gaining importance and,

along with it, the project analyses undertaken by Kontrolibank in the
interest of an effective evaluation of the transactions to be backed by a

federal guarantee, js becoming more and more important.

The guarantee premium for covering the political risks is determined
primarily by the credit rating of the buyer country, in the case of the
economic risks, the guarantees-premium varies according, to the record
of claims paid; the share of self-participation depends on the buyer's
credit standing.

The export promotion scheme comprises 11 types of guarantees:

G 1-

Guarantee for direct deliveries and services with speciai
types of guarantee

G2-

Guarantee for indirect deliveries and services

G 3-'

Guarantee for tied financial credits and debt rescheduling

G 5G &-

Turnover guarantee (one foreign customer)
Country turnoyer guarantee or comprehensive guarantee
(all customersi'mion®country or in several countries)
Guarantee for stock on commission, equipment guarantee,

G 7-

(reinsurance guarantee)

transactions by
G1Q"

G11 -

domestic or foreign credit

institutions

Exchange risk guarantee (not counted towards the

Qu&rahtee hyaVa! on bills of exchange (export acceptance

Since 1960 the Austrian Kontroll-Bank has operated "a scheme for
financing exports of goods and services primarily on a medium and
long-term basis, giving special consideration to exports of Austrian
capital goods. This export financing scheme is intended to provide
refinancing facilities to Austrian banks which in turn extend credits to
Austrian exporters for the sale, or to foreign buyers (or their bank) for the
purchase, of Austrian goods and services or for investments in foreign
countries by Austrian enterprises.

Exports made on credit terms can be financed as supplier's credits
(deferred payment allowed by exporters) or by means of loans extended

to the foreign buyers (buyer credits).

"

The exporter granting a supplier's credit to a foreign buyer can obtain
refinance from a bank. In case a tied financial credit is extended or
accounts receivable are acquired by a bank, this leads to a contraction in

the exporter's balance sheet. The bank in question can obtain refi
nancing from Kontrollbank for the credit portion covered by a guarantee
under the Export Promotion Act.

>

Export Financing for projects in developing countries

Since 1964 the Bank has administered a tending,scheme, the so-called
"start-up assistance", with funds from the European Recovery
Program Fund and from the Federal Economic Chamber. Under that
scheme credits are granted to Austrian enterprises to promote the
execution of projects which are intended to open up or retain markets in
developing countries and which are. suited to promote Austrian exports.

Loans under this scheme are granted, for the following projects in

particular;

♦ the establishment of branches, service stations and and repair shops
♦ the assembling of Austrian products
♦ industrial consulting

These projects may aiso he carried out in cooperation with foreign

In March 1974 the scheme was reorganized and further extended with
the help of funds from Kbntrollbank's export financing scheme

(supplementary financing)'

Since the end of'1977, start-up credits have

been extended in the form of refinancing credits made available to banks.
In August 1987 the maximum term for new credits for projects in nonEuropean developing countries was extended from 15 to 20 years; in the
case of European develbping countries the 10 year term has been
retained.

Since July 1973 credits/for financing investments abroad have been
made available in the form of refinancing credits granted to banks within

the refinancing scheme; statistical data of these commitments are

included in the ;frgures of the refinancing scheme.

In mid-1984, in

response to theV iriternational development, the..maximum term for
investment guarantees (G 4) under the ^xport PrqmotiQnAct 1981 and,
consequently, that for investment financing operations was raised to 25
years.

"The World Bank" refers to the International Bank for

RecoZ7ruction and Development Wj"**"
r/DA)

The iBRD has two other affiliates

the

Me national Finance Corporation (IFC) and the
Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency MIGAy
The Bank, the IFC, and MIGA are somefmes referred
to as the "World Bank Group."

(extract: Annual report, papers)

under this criterion. Membership

XZ2

thirty-five or forty-year maturities, and no interest.

credits,

The .IFC was established ia1§56, its function is to assist the economic

development of less-developed countries by promoting growth in the

private sector of their economies and helping to mobilize domestic and
foreign capital for this purpose. Membership in the IBRD is a
prerequisite for, membership in the IFC, which totals,141 countries.
Legally and fihanci^lly, the IFC and the IBRD are serrate entities.

The! IFC has: its own operating and legal staff, but draws upon the
Bank for admin-istrative and other services,

MIGA, established in 1988, has a specialized mandate: to encourage

equity investment and other direct investment flows to developing
countries'through the'mitigationof nonQbmmercial investment barriers.
To carry out this mandate, MIGA offers investors guarantees against

noncommercial risks; advises developing member governments on the
design and implementation of policies, programs, and procedures
related to foreign investments; and sponsors a dialogue between the
international business community and host governments" off investment
issues.

.

The Bank's lending strategy for Eastern and Central Europe afms at

supporting structural and institutional measures critical for the. success of
reform programs through structural- adjustment lodns, :#s well; as through

technical-assistance loans that provide external expertise in priority areas
and support needed, iriftitutional development, The^mount of pahk com

mitments tdvihe £QE ^countries during the year expaticley, rapidly,

reaching $2 9 billion, an in- crease of $1,098 million over the previous

year(1990). ;

,

,
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The; Bank lends; funds for a carefully selected and clearly, defined
projects. These projects - which generally require the borrowing country
to buy goods, civil works, and services in the international marketplace offer many potential Jpu&ness opportunities. About 30.QQQ contracts are
awarded annually to firms by borrowers of Bank funds. /-. Approximately
70% are for goods and equipment, 20% for civil works, and 10% for
consulting services.

The Bank's lending activities fail into two basic categories ■-■investment
loans and adjustment loans. Investment ioans, by far the most frequent
type of lending, account for more than 75% of the Bank's total annual
commitments. These loans finance individual projects and segments of a
country's investment program in a specific sector, such as transportation
or agriculture. Adjustment lending includes structural adjustment loans
(SALS) and sector adjustment loans (SECALs). SALs help countries
reform economic and fiscal policies, and address balance of payments
problems.
SECALs support more narrowly focused reforms in a
particular sector.

The Bank finances projects in a wide range of sectors - from agriculture,
education, energy, environment, and health to industry, population,
power, telecomm unications, transportation, and urban development.
Each sector includes a variety of projects and the procurement of many
types of goods and services.

Bank-financed agricultural projects, for example, can include
development of tree crops, dryland farming, irrigation, livestock,
forestries, fisherie s, food processing, grain storage, agricultural
extension, and technical assistance. Implementing an agricultural project
might entail procuring food processing facilities, animal feed, fertilizer,
seeds, livestock, insecticides, pesticides, irrigation equip ment, pumps,
and agricultural equipment. Construction of civil works like dams and
irrig ation canals might be necessary as well.

A similarly wide range of projects occurs in the energy sector. * An ener gy

loan, for example, might finance constructing or rehabilitating and

upgrading a ma jor power facility, hydroelectric dam, thermal-electric
plant, and power transmiss ion and distribution facilities. It might also
finance oil and gas exploration, pipelines, and processing facilities.

In the health sector, for instance, a Bank loan might finance equipment
for hospitals, laboratories, and clinics, as. well as furniture, pharmaceutic
ai supplies, vaccine production plants, and mobile health units.

According to our recent talks with World Bank representatives concerning
triangle operations (Africa - Western Europe - Eastern rEurope) the echo
on the ides of linking African producers and businessmen with the

restructuring.process in Eastern Europe was warmfy welcomed.

.

Similar to the discussions in London at the European Bank (EBRD), it
was pinted out that main requirements are projects that make sense.
The World Bank will not finance "holes in the budgets" when financing
infrastructure! investment, but will finance such investments within the
framework of an economically sensful project (preferably: regional
projects):

'■■ ;i .

"

As the World Bank's activities are concentrated on work with the

governments or government agencies in the countries where the loans
should go to, the Bank would not directly finance commercial projects of
private firms, but could - for interesting projects - provide it's whole
system of experience and instruments - i.e. in particular cooperation
schemes with the IFC and MIGA.

The Bank would prepare the environment of the project (negotiation with
gbvernrhentSi preparation of guarantees, project specific-., funds to
governments etc.); the IFC would assess the project, decide on financing
and elaborate a'proper financing structure; MIGA would be bound into
the project by e.g. insuring sovereign risks, exchange risks etc. Helpful
could be the integration of the APDF (Africa Project Development Facility
)

MIGA's Guarantees program protects investors against losses from
currency transfer, expropriation, war. and civil disturbance, and
investment-related breach of contract by host governments. In addition

to new projects, .MIGA-..cap insure investments in .the....expansiba

^rWatization land financial' restructuring of existing projects, that^re
registered, wiJhMlGA before the investments are made-.or irrevpcabiy

■coWimitted^ i$o minimum investment is required to b^-eMible for MlGA
insurance. , 'o: ■•■
'.'"
..■'.'"'
'•'■■■:''/^\r ...-■ .:■;■■
Eligible investments include contributions in cash pr in:kiodinthejforrn of

equity^ loahS made or guaranteed by equity holders and certain fprms of

ncife-equfty direct; investment;

MIGA can insure a 4oart;f3y a-ifinanciai

institution if jEJie loan is reiated'tb an investment covered or to be covered
bythe Agency.

,.,,w^'s standard policy covers investments for 15 years although
coverage for a project may be extended to 20 years in.exceptional cases.

>:"

Cooperation

between

the

World

Bank

and

the

The EBRD has expressed interest in cofinancing, with the Bank in the
areas of enterprise restructuring, privatization, land financial^sector
development, as.well;as projects in the energy, telecommunications, and
environment sectors.

In June 1991, the EBRD cofinanced a Bank-assisted, heating-supply
project in Poland designed, among other things, .to encourage, energy

conservation and reduce environmental pollution.

The Bank and the International Monetary Fund share 4he: broad
objectives of promoting sustained growth and development of member
countries, and they have been assigned differing but complementary
roles in pursuing this objective. The two institutions are expected to
ensure close collaboration in order to serve members with maximum
effec- tiveness.

The International Finance Corporation (IFC), a member of the Worlci
Bank Group, promotes private enterprise in its developing member
countries.

!t does this by financing sound private-sector projects, mobilizing debt
and equity financing in the international mar- kets for private companies,
and providing technical: assistance and advisory services to businesses
and governments .In recent years, the IFC has increased its

resource-mobilization activities, in many instances raising substantial
amounts of debt and equity financing for companies with relatively small
outlays of its own funds.

.

'

'■*

In-addition tofatsing^tip^s^rpu^hj-opfinancing, loan syndications, and
■underwrjtings,.the IFC also mobiiizeVfunds by sponsoring, underwriting,
or investing in country and debt- conversion funds.

.:*

f :
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Our talks with much mom 100 top manors of sefectedjastern Eunptm

production companies, exporters, representatives of tradmg^compani^,_of
private hanks and of the international financing institutions, have resuitedin
the possibility to define specific sets of concrete bilateral, triangle ormultiia-

Ptemes to be able to reconstruct lost mmmei ■pwnuv..*, *•-"»»— •-- . --rr

gain new market niches ■ under complicated overall conditions iikejn re*

The following pages Will demonstrate some selected schemes, an extract but ty^cal
for possible operations. Selected because of their good chances to be realized, and
of course, selected because of meeting national economic requirements as well as
profitability for the partners involved.

Not everything is new. but new is the complex linkage of economic sectorsr(not just

reiving on classical barter business) and the even more complex linkage of triangle
arid multilateral projects linked with proper and also complex financial instruments.

Within the frame of this study it is not possible to simulate full bankable project and

fencing concepts needed for realisation of the demonstrated schemes. This is a
matter for Mow ups. A matter to be negotiated between partners.

We have tried to make the general ideas understandable in laying them down gra
phically: Two complex and practically proved schemes we would like to comment

in the field of agricultural machines the Eastern European countries are producing a
big variety of products with very good quality and competitive pripes. The most intersting products we could find in the former USSR, in Hungary and in Bulgaria. The

wide range of offers comprises:

etc.

Hungary, for example, has a great tradition In agricultural production, one of the re

asons why the agro-machinery sector is very developed (about 30 % of the produc
tion goes into exports; one third of agricultural land is already privatized).

For the realization of machinery and technology imports to Africa proper mecha
nisms and creative financing have to be developed. Even if the EC, for example, de
cided against the inclusion of banana in the GATT negotiations and will apply quo
tas to banana imports from e.g. Latin America, ACP producers will have to increase
productivity, efficiency and diversfication in agricultural production.
■As far as financing of imports is concerned there are following main financing struc-

goods will be taken by the exporter's bank (the hank's trading house)

Eastern European Agro - machines

Demand;

Agra - machines / African agricultural producer

Exporter of agro-machines (producer) and importer of

Vf

omducerYform a food processing joint venture under partigpatiqn of a

%mSh£. The African agro exporter will supplyjhe joint wtoreforte

(favourable) commodity terms; the exporter of East European agro-machines

will enter the joint venture with cash capital or with processing facMies. The
West European partnerwilt enter with capital and will bring m management
know how, financial know how, marketing, accountancy^ and tax know how,
and currency exchange /transfer operation's know how how.
The joint venture's sales
the financing bank. The

financing bank/entiiyt sales

will be assigned to the leasing company or

venture opens an account at the leasingwill be transferred minus the leasing ra-

fes.

Performance Guarantee for agricultural supply: Bank / or Perforasset backed leasing contract; 3-5 years maximum matunty.

of harbour facilities - shortage of hard currency

feasibility study for investment & pay back

r

State guarantees or local bank guarantees not accepted
by financing western banks

Harbour authority contracts customers (shipping companies using harbours)
on leasing agreements with Western hard currency earning transportation

b)

Customers (local shipping companies) are regular debtors to

Western transportation company leases 1/2/3 ships from local shipping com
pany

Cold storage financing bank/leasing company makes contract with Eastern
exporter/African Investor/ West European transport company

Hard Currency §amings from operations performed by Western customer go
to bank account at West European bank, revenues minus leasing rates
(capital repayment & interest) are transferred to African shipping company

Shipping company balances with Harbour Authority, investment is settled.

t

f
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